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Abstract:
The brain has a remarkable capacity for structural and functional neuroplasticity throughout life. This capacity is a crucial brain mechanism that determines a subject’s ability to adapt (or maladapt) and learn (or not) new sensorimotor skills in an experience-dependent manner, or relearn old skills following injury. After many years of basic neuroscience research, neuroplastic principles have been translated into clinical evidence-based practice and novel treatment approaches have harnessed adaptive neuroplasticity to enhance functional recovery following limb injury. Regrettably, current oral rehabilitation practice is largely based on biomechanical concepts utilizing dental prostheses and implants instead of neurobiological principles which may explain why many patients maladapt to the dental treatments. This lecture will present current knowledge of neuroplastic principles and their clinical implications to oral rehabilitation.

Learning Objectives
1. Increase awareness and understanding of the basic principles that govern cortical neuroplasticity
2. Understand the sensorimotor recovery following intraoral intervention including tooth loss and oral rehabilitation is a learning or relearning process supported by cortical neuroplastic mechanisms
3. Appreciate the need for incorporating oral neurophysiology studies into current dental curriculum and needs for funding basic neuroscience research
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